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ABSTRACT_ The aim of this research study was to explore the relationship between multiple intelligences and both of self – efficacy and problems solving styles for female students in Faculty of Education in the University of Jouf. The sample consisted of (380) female student, whom their ages are ranged from (19) to (26) Yeas Olds. The following scales: multiple intelligences and self – efficacy are designed and it psychometric characteristics are computed. Further, the psychometric characteristics of problems solving styles is presented. The results indicated that there are significant correlations between multiple intelligences and both of self – efficacy and problems solving styles. As well, the factorial analysis of the above mentioned variables are yield three first degree factors. Further, there are significant differences in multiple intelligence between the study fourth level and the study eighth level for female students in favor of the female students in the study eighth level. It are interpreted in the light of the previous research studies. Further recommendations and future research studies are required.
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